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The Macro Structure of the Course 
n Introduction to network analysis (~ 3 hours) 

n The what, why and how of network analysis 
n Lunch (1 hour) 

n Eating… 
n Doing basic network analysis in R (~4 hours) 

n Introducing R 
n Dealing with network data in R 
n Plotting and basic measurement 



Goals of This Course 
1.  Understand the unique features of 

network data  
2.  Understand the potential and limitations 

of a network approach  
3.  Manipulate network data in R 
4.  Create an attractive network plot in R 



Q) What is a network? 
A) Network=set of links between objects 
  
 

A	  

B	  

C	  

E	  

F	  

D	  

I. The ‘What’ of Network Analysis 



Preliminaries: Objects and Links 
n Objects are often people but can be defined 

quite broadly 
n Organizations, animals, airports… 

n Links are often as interactions between 
people, but can also be defined quite broadly 
n Friendship, kinship, sex, knowing, advice, support, 

exchange/trades, fight, bully, etc… 
n Links are properties of the pair, not the individual 



future characteristics depend in part on its posi-
tion in the network structure. Whereas traditional
social research explained an individual’s outcomes
or characteristics as a function of other character-
istics of the same individual (e.g., income as a
function of education and gender), social network
researchers look to the individual’s social environ-
ment for explanations, whether through influence
processes (e.g., individuals adopting their friends’
occupational choices) or leveraging processes (e.g.,
an individual can get certain things done because
of the connections she has to powerful others). A
key task of social network analysis has been to
invent graph-theoretic properties that characterize
structures, positions, and dyadic properties (such
as the cohesion or connectedness of the structure)
and the overall “shape” (i.e., distribution) of ties.

At the node level of analysis, the most widely
studied concept is centrality—a family of node-
level properties relating to the structural impor-
tance or prominence of a node in the network.
For example, one type of centrality is Freeman’s
betweenness, which captures the property of fre-
quently lying along the shortest paths between
pairs of nodes (27). This is often interpreted in
terms of the potential power that an actor might
wield due to the ability to slow down flows or to
distort what is passed along in such a way as to
serve the actor’s interests. For example, Padgett
and Ansell (28) analyzed historical data on mar-
riages and financial transactions of the powerful
Medici family in 15th-century Florence. The study
suggested that the Medici’s rise to power was a
function of their position of high betweenness
within the network, which allowed them to
broker business deals and serve as a crucial hub
for communication and political decision-making.

Research questions. In the physical sciences,
a key research goal has been formulating univer-
sal characteristics of nonrandom networks, such
as the property of having a scale-free degree distri-
bution. In the social sciences, however, researchers
have tended to emphasize variation in structure
across different groups or contexts, using these
variations to explain differences in outcomes. For
example, Granovetter argued that when the city
of Boston sought to absorb two neighboring
towns, the reason that one of the towns was able
to successfully resist was that its more diffuse
network structure wasmore conducive to collective
action (21).

A research goal that the social and physical
sciences have shared has been to explain the

formation of network ties and, more generally, to
predict a host of network properties, such as the
clusteredness of networks or the distributions of
node centrality. In the social sciences, most work
of this type has been conducted at the dyadic
level to examine such questions as: What is the
basis of friendship ties? How do firms pick alli-
ance partners? A host of explanations have been
proposed in different settings, but we find they
can usefully be grouped into two basic categories:
opportunity-based antecedents (the likelihood
that two nodes will come into contact) and benefit-
based antecedents (some kind of utility maximi-
zation or discomfort minimization that leads to tie
formation).

Although there are many studies of network
antecedents, the primary focus of network research
in the social sciences has been on the consequences
of networks. Perhaps themost fundamental axiom
in social network research is that a node’s position
in a network determines in part the opportunities
and constraints that it encounters, and in this way
plays an important role in a node’s outcomes. This
is the network thinking behind the popular con-
cept of social capital, which in one formulation
posits that the rate of return on an actor’s invest-
ment in their human capital (i.e., their knowledge,
skills, and abilities) is determined by their social
capital (i.e., their network location) (29).

Unlike the physical sciences, a multitude of
node outcomes have been studied as conse-

quences of social network variables. Broadly
speaking, these outcomes fall into two main cat-
egories: homogeneity and performance. Node
homogeneity refers to the similarity of actors
with respect to behaviors or internal structures.
For example, if the actors are firms, one area of
research tries to predict which firms adopt the
same organizational governance structures (30);
similarly, where the nodes are individuals, a key

research area has been the pre-
diction of similarity in time-to-
adoption of an innovation for
pairs of actors (31). Performance
refers to a node’s outcomes with
respect to some good. For exam-
ple, researchers have found that
firm centrality predicts the firm’s
ability to innovate, as measured
by number of patents secured (32),
as well as to perform well finan-
cially (33). Other research has

linked individual centrality with power and
influence (34).

Theoretical mechanisms. Perhaps the most
common mechanism for explaining conse-
quences of social network variables is some form
of direct transmission from node to node.Whether
this is a physical transfer, as in the case of mate-
rial resources such as money (35), or a mimetic
(imitative) process, such as the contagion of ideas,
the underlying idea is that something flows along
a network path from one node to the other.

The adaptation mechanism states that nodes
become homogeneous as a result of experiencing
and adapting to similar social environments.
Much like explanations of convergent forms in
biology, if two nodes have ties to the same (or
equivalent) others, they face the same environ-
mental forces and are likely to adapt by becoming
increasingly similar. For example, two highly
central nodes in an advice network could develop
similar distaste for the telephone and e-mail,
because both receive so many requests for help
through these media. Unlike the case of trans-
mission, the state of “distaste for communication
media” is not transmitted from one node to
another, but rather is similarly created in each
node because of their similar relations to others.

The binding mechanism is similar to the old
concept of covalent bonding in chemistry. The
idea is that social ties can bind nodes together in
such a way as to construct a new entity whose

properties can be different from
those of its constituent elements.
Binding is one of the mechanisms
behind the popular notion of the
performance benefits of “structur-
al holes” (Fig. 4). Given an ego-
network (the set of nodeswith direct
ties to a focal node, called “ego,”
together with the set of ties among
members of the ego network), a
structural hole is the absence of a tie
among a pair of nodes in the ego
network (22). A well-established

proposition in social network analysis is that
egos with lots of structural holes are better per-
formers in certain competitive settings (19). The
lack of structural holes around a node means that
the node’s contacts are “bound” together—they
can communicate and coordinate so as to act as
one, creating a formidable “other” to negotiate
with. This is the basic principle behind the ben-
efits of worker’s unions and political alliances. In
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n Different words for the same thing 
n Objects: nodes, actors, vertices 
n Links: edges, ties, connections, relations  

Clarifying Terminology 

A	  

B	  

C	  

E	  

F	  

D	  



Example Networks 

Slide Credit: James Moody 





Ties between Female Sex 
Workers in Liuzhou, China 



Figure 1. The largest connected component of
a network of network scientists. This network
was constructed based on the coauthorship of
papers listed in two well-known review
articles [13,83] and a small number of
additional papers that were added
manually [86]. Each node is colored according
to community membership, which was
determined using a leading-eigenvector
spectral method followed by Kernighan-Lin
node-swapping steps [64,86,107]. To
determine community placement, we used the
Fruchterman-Reingold graph
visualization [45], a force-directed layout
method that is related to maximizing a quality
function known as “modularity” [92]. To apply
this method, we treated the communities as if
they were themselves the nodes of a
(significantly smaller) network with
connections rescaled by inter-community
links. We then used the Kamada-Kawaii
spring-embedding graph visualization
algorithm [62] to place the nodes of each
individual community (ignoring
inter-community links) and then to rotate and
flip the communities for optimal placement
(including inter-community links). See the
main text for further details on some of the
ideas in this caption. (We gratefully
acknowledge Amanda Traud for preparing this
figure.)

One mesoscopic structure, called a community,
consists of a group of nodes that are relatively
densely connected to each other but sparsely con-
nected to other dense groups in the network [39].
We illustrate this idea in Figure 2 using a well-
known benchmark network from the sociology
literature [131].

The existence of social communities is intu-
itively clear, and the grouping patterns of humans
have been studied for a long time in both sociol-
ogy [25,44,79] and social anthropology [66,113].
For example, Stuart Rice clustered data by hand
to investigate political blocs in the 1920s [106],
and George Homans illustrated the usefulness
of rearranging the rows and columns of data
matrices to reveal their underlying structure in
1950 [60]. Robert Weiss and Eugene Jacobson per-
formed (using organizational data) what might
have been the first analysis of network commu-
nity structure in 1955 [126], and Herbert Simon
espoused surprisingly modern views on communi-
ty structure and complex systems in general in the
1960s [117]. Social communities are ubiquitous,
arising in the flocking of animals and in so-
cial organizations in every type of human society:
groups of hunter-gatherers, feudal structures, roy-
al families, political and business organizations,
families, villages, cities, states,nations, continents,
and even virtual communities such as Facebook
groups [39, 88]. Indeed, the concept of commu-
nity is one of everyday familiarity. We are all
connected to relatives, friends, colleagues, and
acquaintances who are in turn connected to each
other in groups of different sizes and cohesions.
The goals of studying social communities have
aligned unknowingly with the statistical physics
paradigm. As sociologist Mark Granovetter wrote
in his seminal 1973 paper [51] on weak ties, “Large-
scale statistical, as well as qualitative, studies offer
a good deal of insight into such macro phenomena
as social mobility, community organization, and
political structure... But how interaction in small
groups aggregates to form large-scale patterns
eludes us in most cases.”

Sociologists recognized early that they need-
ed powerful mathematical tools and large-scale
data manipulation to address this challenging
problem. An important step was taken in 2002,
when Michelle Girvan and Mark Newman brought
graph-partitioning problems to the broader atten-
tion of the statistical physics and mathematics
communities [48]. Suddenly, community detec-
tion in networks became hip among physicists
and applied mathematicians all over the world,
and numerous new methods were developed to
try to attack this problem. The amount of research
in this area has become massive over the past
seven years (with new discussions or algorithms
posted on the arXiv preprint server almost every
day), and the study of what has become known

October 2009 Notices of the AMS 1083

Coauthorship between 
scholars in physics literature 

Slide Credit: Porter et al. 2009  



The ‘What’ of Network Analysis 
n What is network analysis?  
n Set of relational methods for studying the 

connections between actors 
n Based on computational methods and graphical 

imagery 
n Interested in the ties between actors rather than 

the actors themselves 
n Formally capture the complex pattern of 

connections amongst actors using empirical data 



n  “To speak of social life is to speak of the association 
between people – their associating in work and in play, 
in love and in war, to trade or to worship, to help or to 
hinder.  It is in the social relations men establish that 
their interests find expression and their desires become 
realized.” Peter M. Blau Exchange and Power in Social 
Life, 1964 

 

“To speak of social life is to speak of 
the association between people – their 
associating in work and in play, in love 
and in war, to trade or to worship, to 
help or to hinder.  It is in the social 
relations men establish that their 
interests find expression and their 
desires become realized.” 
Peter M. Blau  Exchange and Power 
in Social Life, 1964 
“For the last thirty years, empirical 
social research has been dominated by 
the sample survey. But as usually 
practiced, . . ., the survey is a 
sociological meat grinder, tearing the 
individual from his social context and 
guaranteeing that nobody in the study 
interacts with anyone else in it. It is a 
little like a biologist putting his 
experimental animals through a 
hamburger machine and looking at 
every hundredth cell through a 
microscope; anatomy and physiology 
get lost, structure and function 
disappear… If our aim is to understand 
behavior rather than simply record it, 
we want to know about primary 
groups, neighborhoods, organizations, 
social circles, and communities; about 
interaction, communication, role 
expectations, and social control.” 
Barton 1968, quoted from Freeman 
2004 

II. The ‘Why’ of Network Analysis 



n  For the last thirty years, empirical social research has been 
dominated by the sample survey. But as usually 
practiced, . . ., the survey is a sociological meat grinder, 
tearing the individual from his social context and guaranteeing 
that nobody in the study interacts with anyone else in it. It is a 
little like a biologist putting his experimental animals through a 
hamburger machine and looking at every hundredth cell 
through a microscope; anatomy and physiology get lost, 
structure and function disappear… If our aim is to understand 
behavior rather than simply record it, we want to know about 
primary groups, neighborhoods, organizations, social circles, 
and communities; about interaction, communication, role 
expectations, and social control.” Barton 1968, quoted from 
Freeman 2004 

The ‘Why’ of Network Analysis 



The ‘Why’ of Network Analysis 
n Why study social networks?  

n Because individuals do not live in a vacuum 
n Because actors are interdependent 

•  Need to study social world as a system 
n Network structure matters 

•  Allows for explanations that focus on relationships and 
positions rather than individual traits 



Why focus on Interdependences?  
The Simple Case of Two Actors 

BA
Will Person A send a 

gift to Person B? 

?



BA
Will Person A send a 

gift to Person B?
That depends if B 
sends gifts to A 

?

Why focus on Interdependences?  
The Simple Case of Two Actors 



Why focus on Interdependences?  
Adding a Third Actor 

Country A

Country C

Country B

Will Country C attack Country B? ?
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Why focus on Interdependences?  
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Why focus on Interdependences?  
Moving Beyond Triads 
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Why focus on Interdependences?  
Moving Beyond Triads 
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Why focus on Interdependences?  
Moving (way) Beyond Triads 

Slide Credit: James Moody 



Why focus on Interdependences?  
Moving (way) Beyond Triads 

Slide Credit: James Moody 



Example Questions 

n Network as outcome 
n What underlying behavioral rules govern the 

formation a tie? 
n What positions/roles exist? 
n How hierarchical is the network? 
n Is the tendency toward homophily strong or weak?  
n How/why do these things vary across context? 

 



Example Questions 
n Network as cause 

n How does being isolated (or embedded) affect 
health and mental health?  

n How does being in a particular network position lead 
to better/worse job leads? 

n How does the deviant behavior of peers affect our 
own behavior?  

n What is the potential for an epidemic? 
 



n Methods of Collection 
n Observational 
n Survey 
n Archival 
n Digital records 

•  Internet   
•  Sensor data 
•  Cell phone records 

III. The “How” of Network Analysis 



n Boundaries 
n Captured meaningful relations on population 

of interest 
n Missing data 

n Often assume we have no missing data 
n But this is almost never true! 

Assumption when collecting data 



Representing Networks 
n Need formal, systematic means of analyzing 

our network data 
n Start with representing network data 

n Need both graphical and numerical representations  



n Graphs and matrices offer two different 
ways of summarizing the same data 

n Graphs 
n Advantage: offer an intuitive representation of 

network 
n Disadvantage: not analytically tractable 

n Adjacency Matrix 
n Advantage: can calculate measure of interest 

from matrix 
n Disadvantage: not an intuitive (or efficient) 

way of representing the network 

Graphs and Matrices 



Not all figures are equally good… 
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Not all figures are equally good… 



Graphical Representations 
n Different types of networks yield (slightly) 

different representations 
•  Undirected versus directed 
•  Binary versus valued 
•  Single relation versus multiplex 
•  One mode versus two-mode 



Undirected, Binary Directed, Binary

Undirected or Directed (0/1 tie) 



Undirected, Binary Undirected,Valued

Binary or Valued (undirected) 



Binary or Valued (directed) 

Directed, Binary Directed, Valued



Binary or Signed (directed) 

Directed, Signed

Dislike
Like

Directed, Binary



Single Relation or Multiplex (directed) 

Directed, Binary, single relation Directed, Binary, Muliplex

Friendship
Get Advice From



One Mode or Two Mode 
Two-mode network

Person

Club

Alice

Bob

Carl

Chess 
Club

Band

One-mode Projection

Person

Club

Alice

Bob Carl

One-mode Projection

Chess 
Club

Band



n Define a matrix Xij such that the element i,j 
represents the existence/non-existence of 
a tie between i and j 

n Row i corresponds to ties sent by actor i 
n Column j corresponds to ties received by 

actor j 

Matrix Representation 



Alice
Carl

Beth

Ed

Diana

Fred

Alice Beth Carl Diana Ed Fred 
Alice 
Beth 
Carl 
Diana 
Ed 
Fred 



Alternative Representations: Edgelist 

Alice
Carl

Beth

Ed

Diana

Fred

Sender Receiver 
Alice Beth 
Beth Alice 
Beth Carl 
Beth Diana 
Carl Diana 
Diana Carl 
Ed Carl 



Alternative Representation: Nomination List 

Alice
Carl

Beth

Ed

Diana

Fred
ID Nom1 Nom2 Nom3 
Alice Beth . . 
Beth Alice Carl Diana 
Carl Diana . . 
Diana Carl . . 
Ed Carl . . 
Fred . . . 



n Let’s say we collect the following information:  
n Tim likes Sally, Harry, Mary 
n Joe likes Harry and Mary 
n Sally likes Tim and Harry 
n Harry likes Tim, Joe , and Sally 
n Mary likes Joe 
n What does the matrix look like for this network?  

Running through an example 



Tim Joe Sally Harry Marry 

Tim 

Joe 

Sally 

Harry 

Marry 

Tim likes Sally, Harry, Mary 
Joe likes Harry and Mary 
Sally likes Tim and Harry 
Harry likes Tim, Joe , and Sally 
Mary likes Joe 



What would the edgelist look like? 

Sender Receiver 

Tim likes Sally, Harry, Mary 
Joe likes Harry and Mary 
Sally likes Tim and Harry 
Harry likes Tim, Joe , and Sally 
Mary likes Joe 



Tim

Joe

Sally

Harry

Mary

Tim Joe Sally Harry Marry 
Tim NA 0 1 1 1 
Joe 0 NA 0 1 1 
Sally 1 0 NA 1 0 
Harry 1 1 1 NA 0 
Marry 0 1 0 0 NA 

ID Nom1 Nom2 Nom3 
Tim Sally Harry Mary 
Joe Harry Mary 
Sally Tim Harry . 
Harry Tim Joe Sally 
Mary Joe . . 

Sender Receiver 

Tim Sally 

Tim Mary 

Tim Harry 

Joe Harry 

Joe Marry 

Sally Tim 

Sally Harry 

Harry Tim 

Harry Joe 

Harry Sally 

Mary Joe 

Nomination List 

Edgelist 

Matrix 



Analyzing a Network 

n Take the underlying matrix and calculate 
measures of interest 
n Examples: centrality, cohesion, group structure, 

roles/position, hierarchy, dynamics, diffusion 
n Measure becomes thing to predict or used as 

predictor of other variable of interest 
n Could also try to model the network (predict 

ties between actors) 
n Local tendencies like transitivity and reciprocity 
n Question of aggregation?   

 



n Network structure affects diffusion 
n Networks measures related to diffusion 

n Density  
n Walks 
n Reachability 
n Components 
n Distance 

Measuring Network Structure and 
Diffusion Potential 



Network Structure and Diffusion 

n Higher density=more diffusion potential 
n Higher reachability=more diffusion potential 

•  Less “grouped”=more global diffusion potential 

n Shorter paths=more likely diffusion 
n More paths=more likely diffusion 

•  Especially if independent paths 



n Density: total number of edges/total 
possible number of edges 

n Where Xij=the network; n=number of 
people in network 

density 
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Some Simple Measures 



Density: 0/90=0 



Density: 39/90=.433 



Density: 90/90=1 



n Focus is on indirect connections between actors 
n What makes a network a social system 
n Important for diffusion 

n Walks: sequence of nodes and edges that 
connect i to j  
n can go over same node more than once 
n can over same edge more than once 

n Calculate if i and j are connected (indirectly) and 
how far 

Walks 



Tim

Joe

Sally

Harry

Mary



Mary

Tim

Sally Harry

Harry Tim Tim SallyJoe Joe Tim

Joe

Sally

Harry

Mary

Walks of length 2, starting from Tim 



Walks continued 

n Calculate number of walks between i and j 
of length p by multiplying adjacency matrix 
by itself 

n X2 tells us how many walks of length 2 
there are between all i, j pairs 

n Xp tells us how many walks of length p 
there are between all i, j pairs 



Matrix Multiplication in One Slide 



n Node i and j are said to be reachable if 
there is at least one sequence of edges 
that connects them 
n Minimal condition for global diffusion to occur 

n Component is a set of nodes where 
everyone can reach everyone else 

Reachability and Components 



Source: Potterat, Muth, Rothenberg, et. al.  2002. Sex. Trans. Infect 78:152-158 

Lower Diffusion Potential 



Source: Potterat, Muth, Rothenberg, et. al.  2002. Sex. Trans. Infect 78:152-158 

Higher Diffusion Potential  



n Distance (Dij) is the shortest path between 
i and j 
n With paths, not allowed to go over same node 

more than once 
n Not allowed to go over same edge more than 

once 

Distance 



Finding Distance between Tim and Joe? 

Tim

Joe

Sally

Harry

Mary



Mary

Tim

Sally Harry

Harry Tim Tim SallyJoe Joe

Finding Distance between Tim and Joe Using 
Breadth First Search (BFS) 

Tim

Joe

Sally

Harry

Mary



Distance Matrix 

Tim

Joe

Sally

Harry

Mary

Tim Joe Sally Harry Marry 
Tim NA 2 1 1 1 
Joe 2 NA 2 1 1 
Sally 1 2 NA 1 2 
Harry 1 1 1 NA 2 
Marry 3 1 3 2 NA 



Network Structure and Diffusion 

n Higher density=more diffusion potential 
n Higher reachability=more diffusion potential 

•  Less “grouped”=more global diffusion potential 

n Shorter paths=more likely diffusion 
n More paths=more likely diffusion 

•  Especially if independent paths 


